Input Troubleshooting Guide

start here
Q1

Is the device sold as compatible with PC?
Also referred to as windows or direct input.
yes
Q2

Does the device appear in
Options > Controls > Hardware?

S1

The device is not supported: if you are lucky and it appears to work, it’s possible only
some features work, or maybe they are broken in more or less subtle ways.

S2

- Press Windows+R key > type “joy.cpl” > verify device is listed there. Double click it
and verify every button/axis respond correctly. If not check its manual or contact the
device manufacturer.
- Verify device is plugged to power socket. Wiggle cables to ensure the connection.
- Verify device is plugged directly to computer, and not through a USB hub.
- Try other USB ports; unplug all other USB devices.
- Try to update drivers. Try to uninstall+reinstall drivers + reboot computer.
- Try to use older drivers if the device had worked in the past.
- If device also compatible with console (e.g. xinput), set to PC mode (windows, directinput). For more info, check its manual or contact the device manufacturer.

S3

- If device offers PC mode (windows, direct input), use it instead of console mode
(e.g. xinput). Check device manual or contact its manufacturer for more info.
- Ensure Steam Big Picture settings are correct. DON’T SKIP THIS LINK.
- Uninstall any input/macro/joystick-emulation software you may have installed.
- Fully close Steam client, go to the game install dir, doubleclick BeamNG.drive.exe

S4

- Press Windows+R key > run “joy.cpl” > verify device is listed there. Double click it
and verify every button/axis respond correctly. If not, check its manual or contact the
device manufacturer for solutions.
- Unplug all other USB devices.
- If device supports different modes, use analog mode (check its manual)
- Try to update drivers. Try to uninstall+reinstall drivers + reboot computer.
- Try to use older drivers if the device had worked in the past.
- Ensure pedals are set as separate (aka, not combined). Check its manual.

no

no

yes

Q3

In Options > Controls > Hardware menu,
right below the device’s icon, does it say
xinput?

yes

no
(or no way to avoid it)

Q4

Press buttons and move axes. Do they
respond correctly in the Options > Controls
> Hardware menu?

no

yes

Q5

Do throttle, brake and steering bindings
for this device appear in Options >
Controls > Bindings?

S5

Create throttle, brake and steering bindings using the (+) icon.

no
S6

yes
Q6

Click each binding, check the graph on the
right panel: does it respond when you use
the device?

It seems this binding is not assigned to the right control.
- Is this the right binding? (if you have several bindings, check which was clicked)
- Is it assigned to the right control? (you can reassign by clicking its current control)

no
Note: BeamNG.drive allows driving with your mouse. When asked to assign a
control, keep an eye not to accidentally assign the mouse.

yes
Q7

Does the car accelerate and turn?

S7

no

yes
Q8

Does the car react, but doing the opposite
it should be doing?

yes

S8

no
Q9

S0

Does the car react, but too slowly?
no, only force
feedback is
broken
Q10

yes

no, it’s
another issue

Continue troubleshooting with our
staff (if you haven’t already, you
can contact us here).

S9

S10

Is it a steering wheel with force feedback
support?

no (or only vibration, or
only rumble effects)

S11

yes
Q11

Is the device officially sold as compatible
only with console (e.g. xinput), or also for
PC (windows, direct input)?
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yes no
Q13

PC too
Q12

In Options > Controls > Hardware menu,
right below the device’s icon, does it say
xinput?

Does the device
feature XBox mode
(xinput) and PC mode
(windows, directinput)? (check its
manual)

Q11.1

yes

Does force feedback show any signs of
life, does it move at all?

Does it simply steer back to the center and
stays there?

Is force feedback vibrating/shaking, or
moving back and forth too much?

- Configure the manufacturer’s software/driver as instructed in wiki (including disabling
centering spring)
- Follow our Basic Configuration Guide.
- Ensure FFB checkbox is enabled in Options > Controls > ForceFeedback
- Try higher Strength and Max Strength values
- Try using a low Update Rate Limit (e.g. 50Hz). Revert if this doesn’t help.
- Try using Update Type “Full”. Revert if this doesn’t help.
- Reload the vehicle (ctrl+R)
- Try disabling Response Correction Curve

- Follow our Basic Configuration Guide.
- Avoid modded vehicles, and non-official vehicles.
- Check the behaviour on vehicles with sharper steering response. Older
chasis/suspensions/tires usually provide much a looser response than modern ones.
- Disable all mods, clear cache, try Safe Mode, try Clean Reinstall.
- Ensure no deadzones are active.
- Enable “Reduce strength at lower speeds”.
- If wheel vibrates quickly: try to lower Strength and/or increase Smoothing.
- If wheel wobbles slowly: try to lower Smoothing.
- Disable the Response Correction Curve.
- Revert back to the original Update Rate Limit. In most devices (but not all), this was
the ‘Automatic’ option.

yes, it just
stays centered

yes

no
Q17

Does force feedback move ”weirdly”?

Force feedback is not supported.

S13

nothing

no
Q16

- Unplug all other USB devices.
- Verify if you need to invert any of the bindings.
- Ensure no game-specific “profile” is active in drivers. Check its manual.

It’s advisable to reduce latencies as much as possible:
- Verify Power Steering is not installed in current vehicle (see Ctrl+W Parts menu).
- For steering wheels: ensure the Steering binding’s filter is set to ‘Direct’
- For other devices: you can test other Steering binding’s filter type.
- Attempt to increase the framerate (at least 40fps, preferably 100+fps).
- Use “Fullscreen” mode in graphics options.
- Disable “Vertical Sync” in graphics options.
- Disable ”FPS Limiter” in graphics options.

yes, it moves!
Q15

- Ensure pedals are set as separate (aka, not combined). Check its manual.
a) Pedals are split: use the “Throttle” binding and the “Brake” binding.
b) Pedals cannot be split: use the “Combined Throttle & Brake” binding.
- Verify if you need to add or remove a deadzone in each binding.

S12

no
Q14

- Disable all mods
- Clear cache.
- Try running game in Safe Mode.
- Try a Clean Reinstall.
- Unplug all other USB devices.

Note: a rhythmic left-and-right movement while your hands are off the steering
wheel is often unavoidable (specially while vehicle is stopped).

yes
S14

no, it’s another issue
S0

Continue troubleshooting with our
staff (if you haven’t already, you
can contact us here).

- Verify device is plugged to power socket. Wiggle cables to ensure the connection.
- Try the Inverted FFB checkbox in Options > Controls > Force Feedback.
- Try avoiding custom setup parameters, use stock cars with stock setups.
- Avoid AWD/FWD vehicles while tweaking the FFB settings, use a RWD (such as ETK
K-Series).
Note: AWD/FWD vehicles (specially the powerful ones) can show excessive
torque-steer under throttle, pulling your wheel towards the inside of corners.

